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Abstract 

Private education has become an important part of China’s education and has made 
important contributions to the overall development of China’s education. Based on the 
theory of differentiated demand and excess demand, this study uses national statistical 
yearbooks at all levels and educational policies to analyze the factors affecting the 
development of private education at various levels in China. This paper found that there 
are both excess demand and differentiated demand in different levels of private 
education. In the early childhood education stage, the demand for private education 
belongs to “strong-weak” type, that is, strong excess demand and weak differentiated 
demand. In the compulsory education stage, the demand for private education belongs 
to “weak-strong” type, that is, weak excess demand and strong differentiated demand. In 
the higher secondary education stage, the demand for private education belongs to 
“strong-strong” type. Finally in the higher education stage, the demand for private 
education belongs to “strong-weak” type. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Since the 21st century, China’s private education has received further attention from the party 
and the government. The state has successively issued a series of policy documents to promote 
the development of private education, making private education continue to grow and grow 
along with the economic and social development process, and private education has gradually 
developed into my country. An important part of education has made important contributions 
to the overall development of my country's education. This article intends to give a general 
description of the development of China's private education; analyze the development status of 
all levels and types of private education through a large number of public statistical data. Based 
on the theoretical framework of excess demand and differentiated demand, this paper found 
that there are different types of functional differentiation of demands.  

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

When analyzing the family's choice of public education or public education, there are two 
distinguishing standards of ability and income. Stiglitz (1974) believes that if every family has 
the same wealth, there is an ability threshold under the premise that there is a difference in 
ability, and families above this value will choose private schools, otherwise they choose public 
schools. The conclusions of Hamilton and Macauley (1991) are significantly different from 
those of Stiglitz. Their research has avoided the difficulty of measuring educational input and 
output. They believe that in a school district, the key variable that determines whether a family 
chooses a public school or a private school is family income and its standard deviation. Income 
distribution is an appropriate indicator to reflect the heterogeneity of students. Families choose 
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private schools or public schools based on the size of consumer surplus. There is an income 
threshold to divide the family's choice of private and public schools. 

The focus of Stiglitz's (1974) research is not the family's choice of private education. It was not 
until James (1986) that the family's demand for private education was clearly attributed to two 
interpretations: excess demand and differentiated demand. The excess demand theory is a 
concept defined by Weisbrod (1975) when studying the voluntary supply of non-profit 
organizations. James uses this concept to analyze the family's needs for private education. 
Under the premise of insufficient public financial investment, public education cannot meet the 
enrollment needs of all children in the family, and excessive demand for education will arise. 
Generally speaking, 

The theory of excess demand may be more applicable to higher education. Private higher 
education institutions are widespread in both developed and developing countries, and the 
number of students enrolled in them also accounts for a relatively high proportion. James (1993) 
further interpreted the excess demand theory in another study. Families prefer public 
education. When public education cannot effectively meet the family’s needs for education due 
to too high enrollment standards or too small enrollment, and the family believes that the 
benefits from private education are greater than the cost, it will lead to private education 
Demand. James believes that the need for private education is a suboptimal choice. This 
interpretation does not apply to countries with universal basic education, because public basic 
education may be all free, or even if it is not free, the cost of going to school is within the budget 
constraints of the family. At this time, public basic education can fully meet the needs of the 
family. The theory of excess demand alone cannot fully explain the family's demand for private 
education, and the theory of differentiated demand came into being. The differentiated demand 
theory refers to the demand for private education due to culture, religion, language, quality, 
income, nationality, etc. Families have different preferences for education, and religious schools 
are more typical. The same group effect is also an important reason. Families always hope that 
their children will study together with children of the same background and the same level of 
learning. The consideration of quality cannot be ignored either. As the government promotes 
free compulsory education and higher education expansion, if the corresponding financial 
investment does not increase, the quality of public schools may decline. Because the demand 
for quality has a high income elasticity, the higher the income, the demand for relatively high-
quality private education will increase. 

When explaining the demand for private education from an empirical perspective, it is difficult 
to separate excess demand from differential demand. The empirical research of Alderman, 
Orzem and Paterno (2001) believes that in Pakistan, even the poorest families are also choosing 
private education widely, and with the increase of income, the degree of choosing private 
education is further improved; the tuition of private schools is reduced. , Reducing the distance 
to school or improving the quality of private schools can help increase the enrollment rate of 
private schools. Emmanuel, Lockheed, and Marlaine (1995) completed a study on Colombia, 
Dominica, the Philippines, Tanzania and Thailand also pointed out that the family income of 
children in private schools, the mother’s education level, and the father’s occupation are 
significantly better than those of public schools. Educational family. Two studies show that, on 
the one hand, in developing countries, due to insufficient government investment in education, 
families have chosen private education, resulting in excess demand; on the other hand, due to 
the improvement in the quality of private education, the increase in family income, and the 
family’s mutual understanding The pursuit of group effect has further increased the demand 
for private education, which is a demand for differentiation. 

Excess demand and differentiated demand theory can be well explained in consumer theory. 
Educational services are a regulated commodity. Insufficient government investment has 
caused a shortage of educational services. Queuing or examinations are a means of rationing 
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limited educational services. The school-choosing phenomenon that prevails in China is just a 
way of rationing. If private education institutions are allowed to provide services, and under 
the premise of homogenization of private education services, the equilibrium demand for 
private education services will be achieved at the point where the marginal benefits and 
marginal costs of private education services are equal. Differentiated demands are related to 
the preferences of families. Public education, education provided by religious schools, high-
quality education, and education based on the same group effect constitute the family's choice 
of consumption set. If the services provided by public education are of the same quality, others 
Types of education services often need to rely on private education to provide. Therefore, the 
external manifestation of differentiated demand is the family's choice of public education and 
private education. The internal reason is that the family has different preferences. Under the 
constraints of wealth, time, and distance to school, different types of education services with 
concentrated consumption are provided. select. 

3. ANALYSIS 

3.1. General Development 

Table 1. General Development of Private Education 

Year 
Number of Private School and Institution (in 

ten-thousand) 

Number of Student Enrolled in 
Private School and Institution (in 

ten-thousand) 

2009 10.65 3065.39 
2010 11.90 3392.96 
2011 13.08 3713.90 
2012 13.99 3911.02 

2013 14.90 4078.31 
2014 15.52 4301.91 
2015 16.27 4570.42 

2016 17.10 4825.47 
2017 17.76 5120.47 
2018 18.35 5378.21 
2019 19.15 5616.61 

Source: Ministry of Education (2009~2019) 
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In general, the development of private education in China remains constant and steady. As the 
number of private school and institution has almost doubled in the last decade, private 
education plays a increasingly significant role in satisfying people’s different types of demand.  

3.2. Early Childhood Education 

Table 2. Early Childhood Private Education 

Year 
Number of Early Childhood Private 

Education School and Institution (in ten-
thousand) 

Proportion of Early Childhood Private 
Education School and Institution 

2009 8.93 64.62% 

2010 10.23 68.02% 

2011 11.54 69.18% 
2012 12.46 68.73% 

2013 13.35 67.22% 

2014 13.93 66.36% 
2015 14.64 65.44% 

2016 15.42 64.30% 

2017 16.04 62.90% 
2018 16.58 62.17% 

2019 17.32 61.59% 

Source: Ministry of Education (2009~2019) 

 

 
 

In the early childhood education stage, however, there is a constant decrease on the proportion 
of private education though it still takes up over 60% of the early childhood education. In the 
early years, there are very few public kindergartens in China, and the majority of parents have 
to send their children to private kindergartens. Therefore, demands for early childhood private 
education in the previous years mainly belongs to excess demand. In the recent years, as 
government continuously invests in early childhood education, the excess demand of private 
education has declined as now more parents can send their children to public kindergartens. 
However, if there are public and private kindergartens within the same distance, the choice at 
this time may be the result of the guidance of differentiated demand forces.  
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In summary, the demands for early childhood private education belongs to excess demands 
given such demands has declined as the increasing investment of public kindergartens. As a 
result, differentiated demands in this stage began to occur when parents have choice on 
different types of kindergartens.  

3.3. COMPULSORY EDUCATION 

Table 3. Compulsory Private Education 

Year 
Number of Compulsory Private 

Education School 
Proportion of Compulsory Private Education 

School and Institution 

2009 9827 3.51% 

2010 961 3.73% 

2011 9468 3.93% 

2012 9546 3.39% 

2013 9942 3.73% 

2014 10424 4.10% 

2015 10735 4.42% 

2016 11060 4.81% 

2017 11384 5.20% 

2018 11641 5.44% 

2019 12021 5.65% 

Source: Ministry of Education (2009~2019) 

 

 
 

The compulsory education in China comprises primary school and lower secondary school. In 
can be seen that the proportion of private primary and lower secondary school has stably 
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and the reasons for the emergence of private primary schools and lower high schools. From the 
perspective of the power of demand, the power of differentiated demand is greater. 
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In this stage, the main function of private education in comparison to public education is to 
satisfying differentiated demands for people with high income, providing high-quality, 
personalised and diversified education services. Meanwhile, there are very few amount of 
private education exists satisfying differentiated demands for people without stable job and 
income, for instance, peasant worker and rural migrants, providing low-cost education.  

3.4. Higher Secondary Education 

Table 4. Higher Secondary Private Education 

Year 
Number of Higher Secondary Private 

Education School 
Proportion of Higher Secondary Private 

Education School 

2009 5868 19.72% 

2010 5622 19.67% 

2011 5250 19.00% 

2012 5020 18.68% 

2013 4857 18.54% 

2014 4785 18.62% 

2015 4810 19.32% 

2016 4843 19.61% 

2017 5071 20.61% 

2018 5209 21.44% 

2019 5412 22.18% 

Source: Ministry of Education (2009~2019) 

 

 
 

In the higher secondary education stage, it can be seen that there is a fall on the proportion of 
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proportion of private school in higher secondary stage has arrived 22%, more than one fifth.  
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3.5. Higher Education 

Table 5. Higher Private Education 

Year 
Number of Higher Private Education 

School and Institution 
Proportion of Higher Private 

Education School and Institution 

2009 658 24.47% 
2010 676 24.83% 

2011 698 25.27% 

2012 707 25.34% 
2013 718 25.75% 

2014 728 25.78% 

2015 734 25.74% 
2016 742 25.76% 

2017 747 28.39% 

2018 750 28.16% 
2019 757 28.16% 

Source: Ministry of Education (2009~2019) 

 

 
 

In the higher education stage, the number of private university and institution has steadily 
increased. Since the establishment of private universities and institutions are relatively late, 
their quality are usually low and incomparable to prestigious public universities. Therefore, the 
demands for private education at this stage is mainly derived from students who fail to attend 
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3.6. Summary of Types of Demands 
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In summary, excess demand and differentiated demand exist and distributed in different levels 
of education. In the early childhood education stage, the demand for private education belongs 
to “strong-weak” type, that is, strong excess demand due to the lack of public kindergarten and 
weak differentiated demand. In the compulsory education stage, the demand for private 
education belongs to “weak-strong” type, that is, weak excess demand and strong differentiated 
demand as the result of free and equalised education. In the higher secondary education stage, 
the demand for private education belongs to “strong-strong” type, that is, the excess demand 
from low-income group is strong, and the differentiated demand from high-income group is 
also strong.  

Finally in the higher education stage, the demand for private education belongs to “strong-weak” 
type, that is, excess demand from people who fails to attend public universities is strong, and 
differentiated demand is weak.  

4. CONCLUSION 

This paper presented a general development of private education and specific development at 
different levels of education in the last decade. Under the framework of excess demand and 
differentiated demand, this paper discussed the development and status quo of current 
education demand in China. It is found that the the excess demand which is a result of the lack 
of public education services is strong in the early childhood, higher secondary and higher 
education stage. Meanwhile, differentiated demand which result from the failure of public 
school in satisfying different groups of people’s preference on education is strong in the 
compulsory and higher secondary education stage.  
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